Dear Readers,

As this year comes to an end and we say cheers to the New Year, it gives us immense gratification to convey that we would be completing 1 year as the editorial team. The credit goes to the reviewers, authors and most importantly our readers who have made this an important achievement. The editorial board is also in the process of taking an initiative to bring into light the articles of the yester years. An additional on-line issue will be at the helm in the coming year for all of you to read and benefit from. Preparing a manuscript of utmost quality is the first priority of the editorial board. So, the patient contribution by authors and reviewers in preparing the article through the article cycle is requested and appreciated.

"For last year\'s words belong to last year\'s language, and next year\'s words await your voice. To make an end is to make a beginning" with this quote we wish all our readers, authors, reviewers "A very Happy New Year". Anticipation is always that the forthcoming issues would ensure a good ratification of scientific material. A forward thrust in this direction will be taken by the editorial board to augment the scientific knowledge of our readers.
